
OVERVIEW – GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGIES 

 

Geospatial technology broadly includes mapping and surveying techniques, remote sensing, 

photogrammetry, cartography, Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and Geographical Information 

Systems (GIS). With its unique ability for acquisition, integration and analysis of geographically-

referenced spatial information, this technology has in recent times been recognised as an effective 

tool for planning, management and decision making locally and globally. 

Geospatial technology has made inroads across various sectors in the public as well as private 

domain in India. The major sectors using geospatial technology in India are: agriculture, 

telecommunications, oil & gas, environmental management, forestry, public safety, infrastructure, 

logistics etc. As stakeholders across sectors realise the utility and long term cost effectiveness of 

using geospatial tools and technologies, the geospatial industry is set to progress by leaps and 

bounds in the coming years.  Well articulated policy mechanisms, Government support and the ever-

increasing domestic demand would go a long way in popularising geospatial technology in India and 

bring it into the mainstream an aid for effective governance and developmental planning. 

The aim of the FICCI Task Force on Geospatial Technologies is to mainstream the use of geospatial 

technologies in various sectors and applications in India. The following objectives have been broadly 

outlined:  

• Raise awareness among the citizens and encourage use of geospatial technologies for better 

information generation and decision making 

• Identify successful case studies and models of application of geospatial techniques for 

replication 

• Collaborate with Government at all possible levels to identify and address policy issues in 

this sector 

• Efforts toward recognition to the subject as one of the mainstream options for higher 

education and career 

• Facilitate a common platform to all stakeholders so as to strengthen feed-back mechanism 

among Government, Industry & Academia  

• Assess and enhance the level of engagement across different sectors of economy  

• Capacity Building  

 

SECTOR PROFILE – GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGIES 

 

The GDP in India is expected to approach $9-10 trillion by 2025 and the Indian economy would be 

characterised by its transformation to being highly industrialised and technologically advanced.  

India will therefore require an efficient and advanced information and knowledge regime to arm 

itself for the envisaged economic growth. Geospatial technologies would be central to information 

management in India in future and the applications of this technology can have great social as well 

as national relevance. It can support governance, help prepare sustainable development strategies, 



enable better management of business process and make geographical knowledge available to the 

citizens. In India, the market for GIS based technologies has been expanding at such a substantial 

pace that it is estimated to touch the figure of USD 10 billion by 2019 (Indian Geospatial Market 

Report 2009). Several Indian states such as Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu 

are now using geospatial technology for good governance and efficient management.  

 

Until a decade ago in India, government departments and agencies were the only source for 

geospatial information. Opening up of mapping data and information by the state has enabled 

enhanced private sector participation in this sector. Several businesses and industries are now using 

geospatial services in India for analysis of demography, competitiveness, expansion, risk 

management, target oriented marketing, planning of route etc. The major sectors using geospatial 

technology in India are: agriculture, telecommunications, oil & gas, environmental management, 

forestry, public safety, infrastructure, logistics etc. 

The geospatial market comprises four identifiable components – data, software, hardware and 

services. Of these two segments, hardware and services have shown significant growth in India. The 

major software providers in India are ESRI, AutoDesk, Bentley Systems, Leica Geosystems, 

InterGraph and PCI Geomatics. The major companies that produce GIS compatible hardware in India 

are HP, Trimble, Sokkia, Leica and Garmin. The largest segment in the geospatial market is the 

services segment and the major companies in this space include Rolta, RMSI, Infotech Enterprises, 

TCS etc.  The Indian geospatial industry consists of two distinct but mutually supporting segments. 

The larger, international segment is geared to provide geospatial data and software development 

services for international organisations, primarily in North America and Western Europe. The other 

segment, the domestic segment, caters to providing geospatial capabilities to the Indian data 

providers/users. 

India offers several advantages which enhance the prospects for this industry manifold. Most 

importantly, the growth of the geospatial sector has been supported by the Central as well as State 

Governments in India. Secondly, India is recognised throughout the world for its IT skills and space 

programmes. Additionally, it offers an excellent infrastructure and expertise for collection of 

geospatial data. The development and escalation of geospatial industry in the region has been 

significant with mature players having marketed the benefits of geospatial information over the past 

two decades. India’s reputation as an outsourcing destination has enabled the development of 

significant technical expertise in the geospatial sector. Major trans-national geospatial companies 

therefore have a strong presence in India. There are also more than 35 institutions providing degree 

and diploma courses in geospatial technology and applications in the country. According to the 

Industry Outlook on Geospatial Industry 2011, the Indian geospatial market is expected to grow at 

an annual rate of around 20-25 per cent in terms of both software and services business. 

 

The geospatial industry is presently witnessing tremendous opportunity within the country as the 

Union government has initiated reform projects in several infrastructure segments like rural 

development, power, land and natural resources during the 11th Five Year Plan and mandated the 

use of geospatial technologies in these projects. Government projects such as AgRIS, JNNURM and 

NLRMP, R-APDRP etc. will boost growth in the sector. Besides, there  are  various  other  fields  such  

as, schemes  for construction and maintenance of  roads,  railways and waterways, civil aviation, 

public  utility  services,  education,  health,  command  area  development,  flood  management 
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The major regulations governing the geospatial sector in India are: 

                             

1. National Map Policy 2005

to deal with the country's security concerns. For the first time, maps were segregated into 

two categories - Defence Series Maps (DSMs) and Open Series Maps (OSMs). DSMs 

meant to cater to the demands of security agencies and OSMs are for civilian use, that is, all 

those areas which are 'vulnerable' from security point of view are not covered in OSMs. 

These maps are available in 1:50K for public use.

considerably and this calls for a relook at the policy to incorporate the demands in keeping 

with the present requirements of stakeholders. 
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ational Map Policy 2005: The National Map Policy 2005 provides an innovative approach 

to deal with the country's security concerns. For the first time, maps were segregated into 

Defence Series Maps (DSMs) and Open Series Maps (OSMs). DSMs 

meant to cater to the demands of security agencies and OSMs are for civilian use, that is, all 

those areas which are 'vulnerable' from security point of view are not covered in OSMs. 

These maps are available in 1:50K for public use. In the last few years the industry has grown 

and this calls for a relook at the policy to incorporate the demands in keeping 

with the present requirements of stakeholders.  

Remote Sensing Data Policy 2011: This policy contains the modalities for managing and/ or

permitting the acquisition/dissemination of remote sensing data in support of 

developmental activities. The policy was originally introduced in the year
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developmental activities. The policy was originally introduced in the year 2001 and was 



recently revised in 2011. The new regulation allows all data of resolution up to 1 m to be 

distributed on non-discriminatory basis and on “as requested basis”. The original regulation 

allowed distribution of data only upto 5.8 m resolution.  The RSDP 2011, apart from opening 

up the remote sensing sector, will remove certain restrictions to facilitate more users to 

access high resolution data for developmental activities 

3. National Data Sharing and Accessibility Policy 2012: This policy is designed to allow the 

sharing of all non-sensitive data available either in digital or analogue forms but generated 

using public funds by various Ministries/Departments/Subordinates 

offices/organisations/agencies of GOI. The policy promotes data sharing and enables access 

to government owned data for national planning and development. 

 

Having adapted well to international policies, standards and best practices conforming to the norms 

of offshore services, the Indian geospatial industry now requires a significant geospatial capacity, 

conforming to the domestic market requirements fostered by forward looking policies. Impediments 

such as limited guidance on geospatial standards, data reuse or access need to be addressed. Policy 

makers and the industry have to come together to devise effective policy frameworks that are in the 

best interest of the country.  

 

However, in spite of the fairly wide usage in India, the benefits of GIS are yet to go beyond achieving 

specific project objectives to find a strong foothold in the process of governance, decision-making, 

planning and nation-building. The growth of the Indian geospatial industry could be constrained by 

the following factors:  

• Lack of skilled manpower and inadequate education/ training for geospatial technologies  

• Policies and planning for GOI geospatial projects not being adequate in certain sectors  

• Competition from other Asian countries  

• Security impediments to data acquisition/dissemination  

• Technological innovations which may shrink demand for traditional geospatial data 

acquisition and software programming services.  

 

A significant increase is expected in productive capacity after 2012 as India's geospatial industry 

builds out capacity for new international and internal markets. Like India's GDP, the growth of India's 

geospatial market will outpace growth rate for geospatial markets in the rest of the world. Capacity 

building will be crucial in exploring the wide range of opportunities available for the growth of the 

Indian geospatial industry. There is an urgent need for trained manpower to handle the burgeoning 

number of projects in the geospatial domain.  Well articulated policy mechanisms, Government 

support and the ever-increasing domestic demand would go a long way in popularising geospatial 

technology in India and bring it into the mainstream as an aid for effective governance and 

developmental planning.  

The Indian geospatial industry is in a progressive mode and can make rapid growth with adequate 

support and encouragement from the Government by way of the right policies, incentives and 

initiatives. The Government in turn has whole heartedly accepted this technology as being pivotal in 



facilitating good governance. The need is for the public and private domains to join hands for the 

development of a mutually conducive and innovative environment for mainstreaming geospatial 

technology in India. With this larger vision, FICCI aims to play the role of a facilitator in the growth of 

this industry in India as well as serve as an interface for public-private interactions in this space. 

FICCI strives towards achieving the following objectives through its activities in this sector: 

• Raise awareness among the stakeholders and encourage use of geospatial technologies for 

better information generation and decision making 

• Identify successful case studies and models of application of geospatial techniques for 

replication 

• Collaborate with Government at all possible levels to identify and address policy issues in 

this sector 

• Efforts toward recognition to the subject as one of the mainstream options for higher 

education   

• Facilitate a common platform to all stakeholders so as to strengthen feed-back mechanism 

among Government, Industry & Academia  

• Assess and enhance the level of engagement across different sectors of economy  

• Capacity Building  
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Geo-Spatial Technique play important role in economic development: CM 
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Geo-spatial technique vital for growth: Bahaguna 

http://younguttarakhand.com/geo-spatial-technique-vital-for-growth-bahuguna/ 
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http://ibnlive.in.com/generalnewsfeed/news/geospatial-technique-vital-for-growth-

bahuguna/1127881.html  

Geo-spatial technique can help in economic growth: Bahaguna 

 http://www.tribuneindia.com/2012/20121201/dplus.htm 

Govt to promote usage of geospatial technology 

 https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=gmail&attid=0.3&thid=13b5fb418a6fd25d&mt=a

pplication/pdf&url=https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui%3D2%26ik%3Daa7decb668%26view%
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Geo-spatial technique vital for growth: Bahaguna 

http://www.business-standard.com/generalnews/news/geo-spatial-technique-vital-for-

growth-bahuguna/86342/  

 

‘India to unveil new data sharing policy’ 

 

http://geospatialworld.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=23532%3Aind

ia-to-unveil-new-data-sharing-policy&catid=78%3Amiscellaneous-policy&Itemid=1 

 

Centre to unveil data policy soon: Ramasami 

 

http://zeenews.india.com/news/nation/centre-to-unveil-data-policy-soon-

ramasami_743636.html 

 

Centre to Unveil Data Policy Soon: Ramasami  

http://www.sensysmag.com/news/headlines/24368-centre-to-unveil-data-policy-soon-

ramasami.html 

 

Broadband & geospatial data to boost efficiency in service delivery: Surveyor  

 

http://www.presstrust.com/content/broadband-geospatial-data-boost-efficiency-service-

delivery-surveyor 

 

STUDIES: 

Indian Geospatial Market Report 2009  

 

POLICY CHANGE 

 



USE OF GIS FOR DEVELOPMENT – FICCI inputs to the Planning Commission for 12th Five Year 

Plan  

 

PAST EVENTS: 

 

Geo-enabling Uttarakhand: Opportunities and the Way Forward 

Nov 30, 2012, IIRS Auditorium, Dehradun 

(http://www.ficci.com/past-events-page.asp?evid=21212)  

 

Geospatial Technologies for Good Governance 

Nov 24, 2011, Federation House, New Delhi 

(http://ficci.com/past-Events-page.asp?evid=20814)  

 

GIS: Opening the World to Everyone – Visionary Talk by Jack Dangermond, President, ESRI 

Inc. 

September 13, 2011, Federation House, New Delhi 

 

NSDI-10: National Geospatial Ecosystem the Road Ahead 

Dec 23-24, 2010, New Delhi 

(http://ficci.com/past-Events-page.asp?evid=20559)  

 

Geospatial Technologies for Utilities & Infrastructure 

Nov 20-21, 2009, New Delhi 

(http://ficci.com/past-Events-page.asp?evid=20226) 

 

NSDI 8: Geospatial Technologies in India – Challenges & Opportunities 

22- 23 December 2008, New Delhi 
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